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This edition contains a new section covering elementary vector-space ideas, for example subspace,

basis, and dimension, introduced in the familiar setting of R.
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Not the worst math book I've been assigned but pretty close. If you have a choice in books this isn't

one I would suggest. There are far better books out there which I know because I had to find them

in order to learn the material.

I like this book. Very clear and explained very well.

As a junior in electrical engineering, this is one of the worst math textbooks I have ever

encountered. I am only though the first chapter but the author introduces terms without explaining

them, builds upon these undefined terms, then introduces them with the most cryptic definitions. Or

occasionally the author says "it is best explained with a few examples" and proceeds to leave out

important details.Unfortunately my class enforces the requirement for this book by assigning

homework problems from it. The book is so poorly written that I have begun using Differential

Equations and Linear Algebra (3rd Edition) by Henry Edwards and David Penny as my main source

and it has not let me down.

So far this book has decided to make its own notation for things rather than use what everybody



else uses. My professor is constantly having to tell us the difference between "The books version"

and "The real version" I thought it was maybe just my professor that was different but I have an

older linear algebra book that agrees with my professor. So I think its just the book that's different. I

cant even use it to study for the test because everything is written different than what my professor

wants. Its really annoying.

The straightforward concepts and techniques of linear algebra are explained in a complicated,

confusing, and lazy manner. Blitzer's Precalculus, 4th edition, Chapter 8 taught me elementary row

operations. David C. Lay's 3rd edition of Linear Algebra taught me the other chapters. The Solutions

Manual for this text is also lacking in instruction.

I was forced to use this book for an intro course and it is awesome. I dipped into a handful of other

books and found this one far more concise and with better example problems every time. It doesn't

get five stars for one reason: its not available electronically

Correct book came in a timely manner, however 20 pages are loose and not in the binding.

Good book, explains everything pretty well. However, I have encountered a few problems that are

hard to understand due to certain forms of notation that are not covered well.
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